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What is it ?



if one decay why not two ? 
(in the same nucleus) [1935]

Avogadro number ~ 6 1023 !!



even more explicit



a new, fundamental step 

 In the case of electrons and positrons, we may anticipate only a formal progress; but
we consider it important, for possible extensions by analogy, that the very notion of
negative energy states can be avoided. We shall see, in fact, that it is perfectly, and 
most naturally, possible to formulate a theory of elementary neutral particles which do 
not have negative (energy) states.

 it is perhaps not yet possible to ask experiments to decide between the new theory 
and a simple extension of the Dirac equations to neutral particles

 “The advantage. . . is that there is no reason now to infer the existence of antineutrons
or antineutrinos. The latter particles are introduced in the theory of positive β-ray
emission; the theory, however, can be obviously modified so that the β-emission, both
positive and negative, is always accompanied by the emission of a neutrino. ”



and indeed in 1939 …W. Furry

It can be shown  that the use of the  Majorana form of neutrino theory instead of the usual 
theory makes no difference in the case of ordinaryβ-decay. For the double β-disintegration, 
however, there is a marked qualitative difference between the results of the two theories.  In 
the ordinary form of the theory four particles must be emitted in such a process: two 
neutrinos (or antineutrinos) must accompany the emission of two positrons (or  electrons). In 
the Majorana theory there can occur not only these four particle disintegrations, but also 
disintegrations in which only the two charged particles -electrons or positrons-  are emitted, 
unaccompanied by neutrinos.  In these two-particle disintegrations the neutrino plays only a 
transitory  or virtual  part, such as is played by electron-positron pairs in certain hypothetical 
radiative processes. 



Quest for Majorana particles



or in a pictorial way 



Now , the story freezes in 1939 
and start to thaw in the ’90’s

• why so ? 

• At the time of Furry the idea of measuring something with an half 
life larger than 1020  years was unconceivable even for the most 
daring experimentalists 

• Later the success of Standard Model of Electroweak Interactions 
(Glashow-Weinberg- Salam) with its built-in  massless neutrino 
made all the efforts pretentious (yes , experimentalists are listening 
too much to theorists !) 

• A massless particle cannot flip its helicity (no reference frame can 
be faster than light !). End of Majorana-Dirac story.



But , slow and unrelenting, 
the truth emerges 

• Neutrinos are massive 

• Their mass (not yet measured) is however very tiny 
compared to that of the other leptons 

• Standard Model has a serious problem in 
accommodating this fact



lepton mass spectrum 
neutrinos are far from every other

a really impressive gap

in reality we do not know 
the mass ordering of each  
neutrino. What we know is  
the squared mass difference 



Dirac Mass terms for 
neutrinos

• if you want a Dirac mass you need a right handed 
neutrino and a Yukawa coupling (anomaly smaller than 
all the others)  

• MD is the <H> v.e.v 

• All the terms (mass, kinetics, interaction) are invariant 
under a global phase transformation 

• Hence, L is conserved (lepton number conservation)



Majorana mass term

• The left-handed field and its charge conjugate can 
form a mass term 

• The difference with Dirac is that here there is no lepton 
number conservation  as the mass term is not invariant 
under a phase transformation 

• Here we are out of Standard Model



Hybrid mass term

• Now you have a Dirac mass term and a Majorana one 

• Three scales of mass (MD, ML, MR) 

• See-saw mechanism allowed and the smallness of 
neutrino mass could be due to existence of a very 
large Majorana mass  (MD/MR)



See-Saw in a nutshell
as both Dirac and Majorana mass terms are allowed 
the smallness of neutrino mass can find a reasonable 
explanation 

• MD is at electroweak scale  (Higgs v.e.v) 

• ML  is ~ 0  (2νββ process) 

• MR is determined by the actual value of mν !     

• i.e. mν~ 50meV, MD~ 200 GeV……….. MR ~ 1015 GeV



General consideration

for very small neutrino masses, 
distinguish Dirac from Majorana  

is 
horribly difficult  
whatever you do



so we have to study in detail 
Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

• what should we expect in term of lifetime ? 

• how worse can it be with respect to the process with 
the emission of two neutrinos (Dirac allowed)



The process



how much we learn from  
2νββ

2νββ is observed and well measured in many cases 
which part of the decay rate is in common ? 

if any ! 



just to show you that 2νββ 
is precisely measured

2νββ in 100Mo



all in excess 
of 1018 y

some longer 
than 1021y



Lifetime side-by-side

technically the term depending on neutrino mass applies only in the case 
where the 2νββ happens because neutrino is a Majorana particle 

There are diagrams of some kind of New Physics that might induce the 
same decay 



common (!!???) elements of 
decay rates

• G (Q, Z)  Kinematic term (Phase space ) 

• M           Nuclear Matrix Elements (NME)

in a good approximation the two parts are independent 
(factorization !)



G (Q,Z)



Phase space (calculable)

integration over all possible energies and angles  
of the leptons emitted in the decay process. 

For the two neutrino mode , two electrons and two 
neutrinos 



look at huge variations !



there is a reason for it  
(0th order)

it will have an important implication 
when this rare process will become a 
background to the one we would like 
to measure 



for the neutrino less case



it already brings bad news

• take one case …….Germanium  

• G2ν  ~ 2.4 10-15 y-1    

• G0ν  ~ 48 10-21 y-1   

• The ratio of half lives will start with a kinematic 
suppression larger than 105 

• The 2ν measured is ~2 1021  y therefore be prepared to 
be sensitive to half lives larger than 1026

although NMEs could work in your favour !!!!



the nasty term (NME)

and next the SM part (the neutrino mixing matrix) 



Nuclear 
Matrix 

Elements 
(NME) 



what is a NME
NMEs define the nuclear-structural part of the probability for the 
double-β transition between the parent and daughter nuclei.

making such a calculation involves mapping out all possible 
transitions between the two complex multibody systems (initial 
and final nuclei)

this is a difficult task



learning by 2νββ

• The 2νββ and 0νββ have different NME  

• however if you are able to calculate the 2νββ NME and 
successfully check wrt. experimental data you gain 
confidence



the nuclear-level diagram



The models

• Nuclear Shell Model (NSM) 

• Quasiparticle random phase approximation (QRPA) 

• Microscopic interacting boson model (IBM-2) 

• others  (interacting shell model [ISM]…….)



at the end of the day 
does it predict or does not ?

• you need some approximation before checking models 
wrt. experiments 

• Single state dominance (SSD) , which in most cases is 
reasonable 

• Closure approximation (CA), which is to give an 
average energy for all the intermediate states (doable 
if neutrino momentum is larger than excitation 
energies…..not very good in 2νββ case as Eν ~ 1 MeV)

OR



check IBM-2: 
first ability in predicting levels

not bad indeed 



now the moment of truth: 
compare to measured half-lives

?



wait a moment !!! 
we have forgot one thing

so what ? Isn’t  gA well known from neutron decay ?

gnucleon = 1.269 



so the idea is : 
(2νββ is two times a β decay)

would be great 
we could we live with 
very bad 

So this is the meaning of the plot you have seen

The problem for us is what  
will the value of gA  in 0νββ 
will be.



Now we go to 0νββ

• unlike the 2νββ where only GT (axial) transition can 
happen here you have also the Fermi (vector) one, and 
even Tensor 

• a big difference is in the momentum transfer of the 
neutrino. Here the virtual process happens at the scale 
of nuclear size, a few 100 MeV (the closure 
approximation works very well) 

• there are nuclei where the process only happens under 
SSD hypothesis (100Mo amongst them)



what the calculations of M0ν say



comparison IBM-2 / QRPA

In most cases differences are well below a factor 2



bringing to some prediction 
for half lives

useful to make your choice of isotope….look only at the 
ratios. Time to despair has yet to come.



the last element :  
weak interactions



The weak knowledge 
• Neutrinos are massive fermions 

• There are 3 different flavours (e, μ, τ) 

• The weak eigenstates are not the mass eigenstates  

• So, each flavour is a combination of the (1,2,3) mass 
states



The mass-flavour matrix



pictorially



and just as a comparison 
with quarks

Neutrinos are quite democratic



The effective neutrino mass 
that enters the 0νββ 

called : effective Majorana mass

thanks to existence of phases cancellations can occur ! 



the famous exclusion plot

the worst thoughts  
just materialised 

say: 

20 meV for IH 
2 meV for NH



the Wall

Take 100Mo

Normalized half-life 
τ1/2 ~4 x 1023 yr

for IH  40 meV   it requires to measure  τ1/2 ~ 2.5 x1026 yr  
for NH  4 meV   it requires to measure  τ1/2 ~ 2.5 x1028 yr  

Daring   or scaring 



The most relevant parameter

Sensitivity



Signal 
(a calorimetric point of view)

a peak at Q  

width 
determined 
by Energy 
resolution



Signal 
(a tracking point of view)

a pair of same sign 
particles coming 

from a common vertex



Signal count

• depends on half-life  

• depends on number of nuclei that could decay (Nnuclei) 

• dependes on your patience (time of the experiment, t) 

• depends on the efficiency of your detector (ε)

(T0ν
1/2)



so it comes as

•  

• we can assume that N   

• however there is something to discuss about it !

Nββ = ln2 × N × t × ε
1

T0ν
1/2

∝ M



which mass ? 

• if you could do an experiment with a single isotope 
there would be no  problem  

• except that chemical elements  are a collection of 
different isotopes ! 

• take Germanium 

• Atomic number 32, Atomic mass 72,64 

• isotope that could undergo 2ν/0νββ  is 76Ge



Germanium 
even  in this simple case 

(single element) 

the ‘useful’ mass is only 
a fraction of the detector 

for each 72 kg  
(1000 moles) of Ge 

you have  
Nββ= NA x Nm x i.a. 

~ 5 x 1025 atoms of 76Ge 



the solution

• isotopic enrichment !! 

• we will be back to this (for now assume that you can 
get 95%) 

• the clear advantage is that if you want to have , say , 
1027 atoms of 76Ge in your detector this would 
correspond to  (Nm =  1027/NA/0.95 = 1750) which 
makes 125 Kg of 76G instead of 1630 of Ge  

• it does cost though !



not always as simple as that

• you could do the experiment with a compound 
(molecule)  

• in this case the mass of your experiment will differ 
considerably from the mass of the isotope 

• take TeO2 as example for  a calculation



• Te has atomic mass of 127,6 

• There are two isotopes that double beta decay 128Te (31,7%) 
and 130Te (34,1%) 

• TeO2 has a molecular mass of 160 

• so that for one of the isotope (130 for example) the effective 
mass will be (without isotopic enrichment) about   
(130/160)x0,34 ~ 0,28……..i.e.  1027 atoms of 130Te that are 4900 
moles of Te brings to an experiment of total mass of 780 kg  

TeO2  
tellurium dioxide or tellurite



all the possible elements 

it looks a wide choice !



in reality

• if you do not want to wait forever and build a cathedral 
instead of an experiment at least the phase space 
should be favourable  

• it goes with the advantage of a large Q-value 

• that is good for background discrimination (see later) 

• and the isotopic abundance should be as large as 
possible



the special ones

aim to: high Q-value,  high i.a., slow 2νββ decay



table of Q-values



something important on the 
black line !

• 208Tl  has a gamma decay line at 2.615 MeV 

• it is a very important line as far as natural radioactivity 
is concerned 



Natural radioactivity
Th contamination is  
unavoidable at a given 
level. 

The secular equilibrium is 
established. 

208Tl is the last decaying 
element before ending 
into 208Pb 

and gives rise to the last 
of the intense lines  

http://holbert.faculty.asu.edu/eee460/RadioactiveDecay.pdf



Measuring background at surface 

why should we worry about 208Tl ? 



because we can go underground

we will come back to this……

• 208Tl line



dramatic effect

to be or not to be 
above (2615 keV)



counts from background

•  

• provided that  is the number of background events 
(of any kind) per unit of mass , unit of energy, unit of 
time ) 

• normally the units are Kg, KeV, year

NB = nB × t × ΔE × M

nB



S0ν ∝ x × η × ϵ ×
M × t

nB × ΔE

The sensitivity is given by
S

B
=

nββ

NB



first analysis of sensitivity 
formula

• a square root dependance is a disgrace  

• every factor 10 you want to gain in sensitivity will cost 
you a factor 100 in the product of parameters (except 
for  whose product however is limited to 1) 

• even worse  

•

η × ϵ

mββ ∝
1

T0ν
1/2



in brutal terms

• gaining a factor 10 in sensitivity on the ‘effective’ 
neutrino mass costs 4 orders of magnitude (10000) 
improvement in the combination of the experiment 
parameters (quantity and quality)



it means that

the experiments able  
to probe the Inverted  
Hierarchy are likely not  
being the ones that will 
challenge the Normal 
one  

Something radically 
different will be needed



but…..

• if you are able to limit  to  for the life of your 
experiment 

• or more realistically you can run a time  before 
observing your first bckg event then:

NB ≤ 1

t

S0ν ∝ M × t
you get rid of the first square root



the so called 

zero background 
approximation



the goals are clear 
(how to score them , less !)

• maximise the amount of Mass of the right isotopic 
composition 

• minimise Background Index (counts per unit of energy 
per unit time per unit of mass) 

• achieve the best Energy Resolution possible 

• aim to  Efficiency as close to 1 as possible



a long and tortuous story



what you expect from  
is the comparison exp-th

2νββ

IBM-2



Background analysis



how many bckg ?

• Internal 

• External



External bckg

•  from natural chains 

• Rn  

• cosmic muons 

• neutrons

γ



Internal background

• Cosmogenic  

• Bulk & Surface material 

• 2νββ



Reduction strategies
• High Q-value   

• Energy resolution 

• Underground operation 

• Shielding 

• Active veto 

• Radiopure materials 

• Particle Identification 

• Identification of daughter nuclei 

• Minimization of exposure to cosmic rays



High Q-value
208Tl



Energy resolution

just an example

S= 50 events,  B = 1 count/keV



irreducible background2νββ



LNGS



At the end of the day 

• Your signal is given by electrons  

• Your background is given by natural (and induced) 
radioactivity  

• In the few MeV’s region photons and……



Alpha particles

the α land



note that

• the background appears in two forms: 

• peaks (photons making photoelectric effects, alphas 
in the bulk of detectors) 

• continuum (external background degraded by 
Compton scattering, surface alpha’s)



an example of real background

where the black line is what you measure and the red line 
is the simulation of pure photons background, that as 
said, almost disappear above the 208Tl line.



The lesson

• if you do not discriminate alphas from photons/
electron you have little chances to achieve a sensible 
measurement of neutrino less double beta decay



The problem with alphas

• is somewhat equivalent to 
the one of Compton 
scattering of photons



indeed

Gamma region

Typical shape of a background spectrum
in Cuoricino, a pure bolometric

experiment

214Bi 60Co 
sum 

energy

2615 keV
208Tl ~ 0.1 - 0.2 c / keV kg y



The desired experiment

M × t × nB × ΔE ≤ 1



in principle you have four knobs

• in practice not 

• as we said each factor 10 is a real pain  

• once you have chosen a technology there is not much 
you can do about 

• energy resolution



example

• M = 100 Kg  (1 Ton) 

• t = 1 y  

• Q value = 3 MeV 

•  = 1%  (0.1 %) 

• what you need is 

ΔE

nB = 3.3 × 10−4

Tough game, we knew it !



Detector options



Way of though

or any suitable combination !



Main choice

• Calorimeter 

• Tracker



pictorially

a)

b)



Pro and cons (tracker)

• good background rejection (topology) 

• critical energy resolution 

• low mass



• maximal efficiency 

• good energy resolution 

• high mass possible  

• complex background reduction

Pro and cons (calorimeter)



Calorimeters

• gaseous / liquid :  scintillation/ ionisation 

• solid : crystals (non scintillating/scintillating)



Tracker : NEMO concept 



Great detector for  
Bad detector for 

2νββ
0νββ

It hardly would see an half-life of 1023….and the name 
of the game is  1026≥



Crystal calorimeters

• Cryogenic at Liquid Nitrogen (Germanium diodes) 

• Bolometric at 10 mK scale  (natTeO2, Zn82Se, 
Zn100MoO4, Li100MoO4……)



A Germanium calorimeter

A FWHM of  
at Q-value

0.15 %

G 
E 
R 
D 
A



Pulse Shape Discrimination 
(single site versus multi site)

SSE

MSE



GERDA results to-date

you could run 300 Kg of isotope  
for 1 year  at 10-3 bckg bringing  
the limit close to 1027 y 
still you would not cover the entire  
inverted hierarchy even with the most 
optimistic NME



GERDA@LNGS

So, for the given FWHM and the background index 
you expect to be able to run 2 years ‘square root free’



turning to LEGEND@LNGS

based on BI~6x10-4 
and FWHM~ 3keV

BI x FWHM/ε

The reach can be  
1027 but

heavy price to pay to phase space



what really counts is 

•  

• Ge Calorimeter ~ 3 KeV 

• the merit factor for Gerda today is :

 

• you are background free until 500 

nB × ΔE

5.6 ⋅ 10−4 1
(kg ⋅ KeV ⋅ y)

× 3KeV ∼ 2 ⋅ 10−3

Kg ⋅ y



possible futures
for the given ΔE 



Bolometer 
(a very low temperature calorimeter) 

A true calorimeter !



TeO2 : a show case



CUORE impressive array

the coldest cubic meter in the universe



Cuore so-far

This is not a zero background experiment !



just to compare with Gerda
•  

• TeO2 bolometers have ~ 7 KeV 

• the merit factor for CUORE today is :

 

• you are background free until 10   !!!!!!!!! 

•   is the fate !

nB × ΔE

1.4 ⋅ 10−2 1
(kg ⋅ KeV ⋅ y)

× 7KeV ∼ 1 ⋅ 10−1

Kg ⋅ y



Kamland-ZEN

The inner balloon is filled  
with 136Xe dissolved in  
liquid scintillator

Two phases so far 



Result



another comparison

•  

• Scintillator  has a  FWHM ~ 280 KeV 

•  is derived by 11 event observed in 264 days, 400 KeV window  and 3.8 ton of 
(scintillator +Xe) . Xe is 380 Kg. 

•  could be :    ~   

• the merit factor for Kamland-ZEN today is :

 

• you are background free until 250   

• with 380 Kg already in  regime

nB × ΔE

nB

nB [(11 ⋅ 365)/264]/3800/400 10−5

1 ⋅ 10−5 1
(kg ⋅ KeV ⋅ y)

× 400KeV ∼ 4 ⋅ 10−3

Kg ⋅ y

it is written in a way that is extremely difficult to know  !



a possible future



The evolution of the 
bolometer technique

130Te 76Ge 100Mo 116Cd 

Background � 
ambientale 

82Se 



The application: CUPID-0 
(former LUCIFER)

Th cal



key issue: background 
simulation vs. measured



which allows to predict 
background in the CUORE cryostat

without any 
improvement 
 a factor 10 

wrt. 
CUPID-0 
a few 10-4



The final choice will be 100Mo
• Mo based crystals much easier to produce 

• Energy resolution 3-4 times better

ΔE ∼ 5.5keV



the reason for this choice

MC simulation from 
CUPID (Se) analysis



a new element is needed 
a light detector

A Ge bolometer matching 
the size of the crystal



The final choice

An array of 1534 crystals  of Li2100MoO4 corresponding 
to 253 Kg of isotope 

Using the CUORE cryostat and infrastructure



Sensitivity of CUPID

1027 y reachable 
and perhaps……

the merit factor  
could be 

1 ⋅ 10−4 × 5 ∼ 5 ⋅ 10−4

allowing to run 
2000 Kg y 

background free  
 



another concept: SNO+

It might be the idea for a future giant project 



an instructive table

if you want to get to normal hierarchy the problem is 
more the number of signal events than the background 



Te might strikes back
Dissolve a huge quantity of natural Te (few hundred tons) 
at the highest concentration allowed by the transmission 

of the light in a scintillator 

(Juno -20000 tons) 
(SuperK -50000tons) 

Two backgrounds are serious:   and  from the Sun2νββ 8B
The neutrinos from the Sun might be tagged if some 

directionality could be implemented (Cherenkov !)



in the world where dreams 
become reality


